
boundary of the region can be definedin the higher-reso
lution MR image and applied to the matching functional
study. Several schemes have been suggested for improving
PET and SPECT image reconstructionbased on the higher
resolution boundary and region information available in
MR images (4â€”8).A series of international workshops has
been held to address the issues of multimodality imaging

(9).
Different image sets acquired in the same subject using

the same or differentmodalities may differ in scale (pixel
size), orientation (angle), and position. For some organs,
the shape may change relative to patient position. if the
organ of interest is the brain, then the shape may be as
sumed constant.

Several methods of ensuring registration of multislice
image sets have been described. A head holdercan be used
with or without fiducial markers that enforce repeatable
positioning or allow image alignment based on the markers
(10â€”13).Anatomic features alone can be used to align
image sets (14â€”16).Use of anatomical features can be
separated into techniques in which an expert identifies
location of features common to the two image sets, and
techniques in which organ surfaces are determined in the
twoimagesetsandmatchedthroughaminimizationpro
gram that transforms one surface to match the other.

Registration techniques based on anatomical features
have the advantage that no special preparationor equip
ment is needed at the time of image acquisition (e.g., no
specific head holders or markers). The scanning process is
simplified by this technique making retrospective registra
tion possible.In addition, processingof the data for align
ment of images using the surface-fittingtechnique does not
require an operator with expert knowledge of organ fea

tures.
One inherent problem with the surface-fitting technique

is that the errorof a particularfit cannotbe determined
from the fit itself. Residual misfit determinedin fittingone
surface to another measures how well the surfaces fit to
gether after transformation. It is a measure of noise and
local continuous symmetries in the surfaces and error in
the surfaces due to axial undersampling, as well as the
registration accuracy. A difference in small structure res
olution in the imagesurfacesand noisein the surfaceswill

Accuracy of a surface-fittingalgodthmfor three-dimensionalim
age registrationof single photon emission computed tomogra
phy (SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET), and mag
netic resonance (MR) images was tested using a three
dimensional, water-fillable brain phantom. Muftisliceor volume
imagesetswere acquiredfor each modality.Smallfiducialmark
are were attachedto assessaccuracyof surfacefittingand
pro@dean alternatefittingtechnique.A mwdmumgradienttech
nuquewas found to work well for SPECT and PET edge detec
tion. Transformation parameters for translation, rotation and
scalingweredeterminedby surfacefit to matcheachSPECT
and PET scan wfth MR images. Using the markers, overall
translationerrorswere found to be <2 mm in each directionand
rotational errors <2 degrees in every case. Errors for specific
internalregionswerealsodeterminedto be <2 mmfor most
regions,wfthonlya fewfits resultingin errors>3 mmfor some
cortical regions. Results indicatesurfacefitting to be sufFiciently
accuratefor visualcomparisonof registeredimagesand for
enhanced SPECT and PET regicn of interest (AOl) determine
tion and image reconstruction.

J NuciMed 1993;34:1587-1594

missioncomputedtomography(ECT)imaging,in
cluding PET and SPECF, provides functional information.
Registration of ED.' with high-resolution structural infor
mation such as obtainedfromMR images has many clinical
and research uses. For example, whenever correlatingin
formation from multimodality, multislice studies per
formed on a patient, images from the differentmodalities
should represent the same anatomy for optimal compari
son. Matching slices can then be viewed side-by-side or
superimposed with some color scheme. Three-dimensional
display techniques have also been developed for displaying
and comparingimage information(1â€”3).In addition,when
quantitative information is desired from a functional study
for a particularanatomicregion, for example, blood flow in
a brain region as measured using â€˜50-waterPET, the
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FIGURE1. Imagesofphantompattern.Graymatterhasvalueof
4, whItematterof I , andventricles0.

lead to a larger residual error even though an accurate
transformation has been determined. Conversely, symme
try in thesurfacescouldgivesmallresidualerrorsthatbelie
registration error. In an extreme example, spherical sur
faces would fit well regardless of rotation angles.

Registration error may be defined as the difference in
position of an anatomical point in one image set compared
to its position in a second set thathas been registeredto the
first. Surface-fitting registration error has been evaluated to
vaiying degrees in several contexts (16â€”19).This study
was performed to measure registration errors introduced
by the surface-fitting technique when matching brain im
ages from SPECF and PET images with MR brain images
using the brain surface. It was also designed to assess
contribution to the registration error from error in individ
ual transformationparameters, i.e., to measure indepen
dently errors in rotational, translational and optional scal
ing parameters. To provide an ideal case in which
underlying surface structures matched identically, a three
dimensionalbrain phantom was scannedusing the three
modalities, and the surface-fitting technique was applied.
Markersattached to the outside of the phantomwere used
to measure errorin the registration.Since qualityof fit and
therefore registrationquality depend on surface definition,
a different edge determination method was used which
leads to improved surface matching and is much less op
erator-dependent.

METhODS

@m
The Hoffmanthree-dimensionalBrainPhantom(20) (Data

Spectrum, Inc., Hillsborough, NC) was used for this study. The
phantomis a water-fillablecylindercontaining19layers that are
6.4mmthick. Eachlayerallowswaterto permeatevariousre
gions to match gray matter-to-white matter-to-ventricle ratio of
4:1:0,whichis theapproximateratioof perfusionof thesestruc
toTes. A bitmap representation of the phantom is shown in Figure 1.

Tenplasticvialsof innerdiameter6 mmandlength5 mmwere
attached to the outsideof the phantomin two ringsas shownin
Figure 2. The markers were in the planes of the second and
eighteenthphantomlayers.Thischoiceof markersizewasbased

S FIGURE2.
Phantomwm@mark
eraattached.

on thedesireto havemarkersthatwereas smallas possibleand
yet would still be measured in several slices in each modality. The
cylindrical shape allowed easy attachment to the phantom and
was indistinguishablefrom a sphericalsource for the lower reso
lutionSPECFandPETstudies.Sincedifferentvialswereusedfor
different modalities, paper dots 1 mm larger in diameter than the
vials were taped to the phantom and covered with clear double
sided tape, to which the markerscould be attached. This method
allowedreattachmentof the markerswithan estimatederrorof
less than 1mm, basedon the visibilityof the dot edgearoundthe
markerbase.

Thephantomwasfilledwithagentsappropriateforeachstudy.
For MRI, the phantom and markers were filled with 0.16 M
CuSO4solution.For SPEC!', the phantomcontained30 mCi
(1100MBq) @â€œTcsolutionandthemarkerseachcontained20pCi
(0.7 MBq). For PET, the phantom was filled with 6 mCi (220
MBq) 18F-2-fluoro-2 deoxyglucose (FDO) solution and the plastic
vials, linedwithcoppertubing,were eachfilledwitha pieceof
cotton containing â€”3pCi (0.11 MBq) FDO. Copper lining was
inserted in the PET vials to guarantee annihilation of all the
positrons within the vial.

Scan Parameters and Reconstruction
TheMRscanwas performedat 1.5T (GESigns,GEMedical

Systems,Milwaukee,WI). The phantomwas positionedin the
scanner so that layers of the phantom were parallel to transaxial
slices in the finalimages.A Ti-weightedvolumescan (FR = 18,
TE = 9,flipangle= 60Â°)wasperformedwith2-mmslicethickness
and24-cmfieldofview, giving (0.94 mm)2pixels in the final256 x
256images.Sixtysliceswere acquiredandstored.Slicesrepre
senting18layersareshowninFigure3. Theratioof graymatter
to-white matter pixel valuesvaried from sliceto sliceand ranged
from 8:1 to 3:1 dependingon how the MR slice was alignedwith
the phantom layers. Black spots in the white matterregions are
artifacts resulting from air bubbles trapped in the phantom. Be
cause layers of the phantom were large compared with MRI
resolution,imagesproducedwiththe phantomat otherorienta
tions in the scanner yielded discontinuities in edges and regions
unsuitablefor surfacefitting.

The SPEC!' images were acquiredon a three-headedscanner
(ThonixTriad, Trionix Research Labs, Twinsburg, OH) with low
energy ultra-high-resolutioncollimators. The phantom was first
scanned alignedwith the cameraaxis of rotationand then at four
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FiGURE5. Unreg@teredPETImageswfthnoattenuationcorrec
tion.PhantomIsnotalIgnedwithcentralaxis.Markersarevisiblein
someslices.

FiGURE 3. UnreginteredMRImages.Top markersare visiblein
two alices.

used for our patient brain studies) was used to halve the axial
samplingintervalforbetterpositiondeterminationofthe markers.
Each acquisitionwas 4 mm, resultingin approximately1 million
counts per slice, halfof the typicalcount level for an FDG brain
study in ourlaboratory. A modified Harm filter with a cutoff of 2.5
cm@1 was used for filtered backprojection reconstruction. This
resulted in transaxialresolutionof approximately7 mm FWHM
and axial resolution of 6 mm FWHM. After the data from the
interleave and two table positions were rearranged, the entire
image set for each phantom orientation consisted of 42 slices
separated by 3.25 mm, each slice consisting of 256 x 256 (1.5

@2pixels. To maintain the relatively high signals from the

markers,attenuationwas not corrected. One acquisitionis shown
inFigure5. Tangentialelongationof themarkersis anartifactof
backprojectingwhen some projectionsare attenuatedmuch more
thanothers.

All image sets were transferred to one computer for registration
via a common Ethernet link.

Brain Edge Determination
The firststep in the surface-fittingtechniquewas to definebrain

edge boundaries on individual slices from each image set. This
task was performed with our internally generated image display
andanalysissoftwareâ€œSpecterâ€•writtenfortheX WindowSys
tem.Differentedgedetectiontechniqueswereused,witha simple
thresholdtechniquesufficingfor Mifi anda moresophisticated
method required for ECT.

FortheMRscan,oneimageslicewasusedforeachlayerofthe
phantom.Each6.4-mmphantomlayerwas containedin threeor
fourof the2-mmimageslicesandthemiddlesliceof eachgroup
of threeor fourwas chosen,leavinggapsof twoor threeunused
slices. For each chosen slice, the outer edge of the brain was
determined by inward searches along radial paths toward the
image center. Paths started at each of the pixels on an ellipse
drawnto surroundthebrainimageandexcludethemarkers,when
present. The edge for each radialpathwas defined to be the first
pixel above a threshold of half the gray matter intensity, deter
mined by drawing ROIS, and whichwas uniform (Â±10%) through

t@ out the slices. The resulting edgepoints were treated asvertices of
a polygon.Duplicatepointsresultingfromconvergenceof the
inwardradialpathswereeliminatedandsomeundesirablepoints
resultingfrom nonanatomicalsupport pieces in the phantom, as
seen in Figure6, were removed manually.The contour was then
smoothed by adjustingthe position of each point so that its dis

differentorientationsrelativeto the scannerinwhichthe phantom
was tilted and turnedto simulateor even exaggeratevarious
angles at which a real head might rest on a head holder. In the fifth
orientation,thephantomwaspositionedvertically,90Â°awayfrom
the orientationalignedwith the axis ofrotation. Each scan was 13
iiiin with 3Â°angular sampling, and activity at the scan times ranged
from 20 to 30 mCi (740â€”1100MBq) resultingin total counts (â€”30
M)thatwereapproximatelythreetimeslevelsforourclinical
studies, where a typicalslicecontains200K counts.

Transversesliceswerereconstructedwithfilteredbackprojec
tionwith a modifiedHannfilterwith a cutofffrequencyof 1.15
cm@' and multiplicative attenuation correction. Pixel size for pro
jections and reconstructed images was (3.56 mm)2. Final image
sets consisted of 60 3.56-mm slices, each 128 x 128 pixels. Rep
resentativeslicesfromone acquisitionare shownin Figure4. This
combination of collimator and reconstructionfilter frequently is
used for human brain studies in our lab, and results in a resolution
of approximately 11 mm (FWHM) for brain studies. The axial
resolution was slightly better (â€”8mm) since no smoothing was
doneaxially.

The PET images were acquired on an eight-ring system
(4O96Plus,GE MedicalSystems,Milwaukee,WI). The phantom
was scannedat threedifferentorientationsin the scanner.Two
table positions were requiredto image the entire phantom and
markersforeachorientation.An interleavemode(notnormally

FiGURE 4. UnregIsteredSPECTimageswithattenuationcorrec
tion.PhantomIsnotalignedwithanisofrotation.Markersare @AsibIe
insome slices.
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coveredthe regionfromthe top of the brain to the lowestsliceof
completely contiguous brain. Using every other slice from PET
correspondedto omittingthe interleave, so that the surfacefitting
was basedon the normallyused (noninterleaved)slice spacing.
Surface information (the collection of slice boundaries) from each
imageset was put into a â€œheadâ€•file(for the MR scan)or â€œhatâ€•
file (for the SPECF and PET scans) (16). These contained the
coordinates(x, y, z) of alledgepointsdeterminedforthescan.

Sudace Ffttlng
Once surfaces were determined, the program SurfaceFit (16)

was used to match each PET and SPEC1' surface to the MR
surface. Input to the program consisted ofthe MR â€œheadâ€•file and
a â€œhatâ€•filefromPETorSPECF,aswellas informationconcern
ing pixel sizes and slice separations. The programuses a non
linear least-squares technique to find a coordinate transformation
whichminimizesthedistancesofthe pointsintheâ€œhatâ€•filetothe
surfacedefinedby the contours in the â€œheadâ€•file.This transfor
mationincludestranslation(in all three dimensions),rotations
(three parameters), and scaling (in three dimensions).

The initialparametersfor the fittingprocedurewere the de
faults used by the SurfaceFit program. The relative translation
between the surfaces is set such that centroids of the edge points
forthetwo sets arealigned.Anglessimplycomefromtheinitial
scan planes, so that original slice planes from the two scans are
aligned.The scale parametersare set to 1.0, meaningthe initial
relativescalebetweenthe two surfacesis set to the knownpixel
size ratio.

Since the programconsidersthe differentimagepixel sizes
beforebeginningthe fit, theoptionalscalingdoneby SurfaceFit
corrects for inaccuracies in the pixel size values as well as incon
sistencies in the boundaty detection process. To evaluate the
effect of the optional scaling, all fits were done with and without
the three scalingparametersincludedin the fit. When scales were
notallowedto changeby program,theywereset to 1.0,meaning
thatknownpixelsize ratioprovidedthescale.

Position Measurement, Error Determination
Positions ofthe ten markerswere measured in all original image

sets. For the MR image, a marker's position was determined by
first drawing a small ROI around the marker in the central slice
containing the marker. Most markers were visible in five MR
slices. Then, a three-dimensional pixel-weighted centroid was cal
culated over all pixels in the ROl and over all slices containing the
marker:

@:

minatlonforMR Images:beforeedgedetection,afterthresholdap
plicatlonandaftersmoothingandcollinearpolntelimination.Lower
imagesshowprocessfor SPECT:beforeedgedetection,afterfirst
dedvativema,dmumsearchandaftersmoothrngandpolntelimina
ton.

tance to the centerwas the mean ofits neighbors' initial distances,
and the number of points was reduced with two iterations of an
algorithm eliminating any point that was within half a pixel of the
line connecting its neighbors. Figure 6 shows results ofthe bound
ary determination for one MR slice. In the lowest slice where the
temporallobesandcerebellumare separate, the resultingcontour
includedinwardspikesbetweentheseregions.

Edge points for the SPECF and PET scans were also deter
mined in inward radial searches, but with different Criteria. A
one-dimensional ifiter with kernel (â€”0.5,0, 0.5) was applied to
eachinwardpath,yieldinga smoothedfirstderivative.A thresh
old of approximatelyone-tenththe maximumpixel value was
applied to the original image to suppress the backprojection Streak
effects and other noise, and the first pixel above this threshold
whichwas alsoa localmaximuminthefirstderivativewascalled
theedgeforthatpath.Redundant(collinear)pointswereremoved
fromthe list as they were for the MR boundaries,and radial
smoothing was applied to the resulting polygon. Once this was
done, the collinear-pointremovaldescribedfor MRboundaries
was appliedonce. Figure6 showsresultsof theboundazydeter
mination for one SPECF slice. Boundaries were not determined in
the lowest slices where the cerebellumandtemporallobes are
separated.

Motivation for using the maximum in the first derivative as
opposed to a simple threshold came from difficulty in determining
an appropriatethreshold. Regions in the cerebralcortex that are
thin yield lower peak pixel values due to resolution effects, and in
actual patient studies, brain defects may result in lowered regional
uptake, prohibiting a common threshold method. The first deny
ative maximum edge criterion is valid if the system response
kernelhas a peak (slope ofzero) at x = 0, as would be the case for
any symmetric point spread function, provided the anatomic re
gions are large compared to system resolution,a conditionthat
may not hold for thin partsof the cerebralcortex. For this study,
routinelyperformedattenuationcorrectionwas not performedon
PET images. The resulting intensity variation around the cerebral
cortex provideda good test for edge detection.

Boundaries were determined for every second slice, resulting
in 7.12-mm spacing in SPECT and 6.5-mm spacing in PET, and

C= @:I@'
where i is an index over all pixels in the multislice ROI, I, is the
direct MR value of pixel i, r1is the position of pixel i, and C is the
three-dimensionalcentroid.Theresultwas a pointin the image
coordinatesrepresentingthe center of the marker.This pointwas
calculated for all ten markers.

ForSPEC1'andPETimages,themarkerlocationsweredeter
mined in all dimensions by a fitting process. First, a rectangular
regionwas drawnaroundthemarkerin the slice containingthe
most counts for the marker. Then, for the x-position, a parabola
was analyticallyfitto countsumsfromthefivey-z planeswithin
the region that contained the most counts and the peak of the
parabolawas consideredto be the markercenter position.They
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ECT
scanAngledetermination

(degrees)from
fitOzOyOxSPECTIFixed

Scaled4.0 4.5â€”1.9 â€”1.00.61.7SPECT
2FIxed

Scaledâ€”3.7â€”4.2â€”7.8 â€”8.0â€”5.8â€”7.6SPE@T
3Fixed

Scaled0.3 0.1â€”7.2 â€”6.7â€”5.0â€”6.1SPECT
4Fixed

Scaled-5.6 â€”5.6-25.1â€”24.01.92.5SPECT
5FIxed

Scaled3.0 3.7â€”0.1 0.2â€”87.8â€”88.1PETIFbced

Scaled2.3 2.31.9 1.90.50.6PET
2FiXed

Scaledâ€”2.3â€”1.3â€”3.5â€”3.10.80.6PET
3FiXed

Scaled1
1.1

10.6â€”0.1 0.8â€”7.4 â€”8.2

ResidualResidualwfthwftho@d@9

@ECTscalingscalingScan(mm)(mm)xyzSPECT

I1.92.50.970.960.98SPECT
22.02.60.980.970.96SPECT31.92.50.960.990.98SPECT

41.92.40.970.980.99SPECT
52.42.90.970.980.99PE.rl1.52.70.970.971.00PET

21.52.70.970.960.97PET
31 .52.60.970.970.98

and z values were determinedsimilarlyexcept only threex-y
planeswere usedfor thez measurement.Thismethodhasbeen
shown to agree closely (< 1 mm) with a centroid calculation when
themarkeris isolated(19)andhastheadvantagethatsurrounding
activityhas less effectsincethe calculationis basedonlyon a 5 x
5 x 3voxelvolume.Itis alsoanimprovementoversimplypicking
the most intense pixel as the center. The choice of a parabolic
shapewas based on ease of implementationand reasonablefit to
data in all three dimensions.

RESULTS

The fittingprocedure converged in approximately 1 min
(Sun SPARCstation II), and only in one case (the fifth
SPECT acquisition in which the phantom was oriented
vertically in the scanner, 90Â°from the MR orientation) did
the program require operator intervention. Table 1 shows
residual (the square root of the mean squared distance of
the ECF points from the MR surface) for each fit as well as
the scaleparametersdeterminedwhen scalingwas allowed
to valy. Residuals arelargerfor SPECF fits thanPETwhen
the scale was allowed to vary, due to the coarser sampling.
The mean scalefactors obtained are 0.977 for SPECT and
0.973for PET. Thesefactors, althoughconsistently <1.0,
represent a small errorin the surface determination.For an
edge 5 cm from the braincenter, a scale ofO.975 represents
an error of 1.25 mm, which is much less than one SPECT
orPETpixel.

Table 2 shows the angles determined from both scaled
andnonscaledfits. For rotation aboutthey- andz-axes, fits
differby more than 1.1Â°in only one case, and for rotation
about the x-axis the worst difference is 2.2Â°,with the others
less than L2Â°.In general, the nonunity scale factors could
represent weakness in surface definition or error in as
sumed pixel sizes, or both. One strength of the surface
fittingtechnique is that it can be performedretrospectively
with minimal knowledge ofparameters related to the image
sets (e.g.. use of images digitized from films obtained from
another institution). To measureerrors in the worst casein
which scaling is requiredbecause the exact pixel sizes are
not known, all following results use the scaled fit parame
ters in transformingpoints fromone scan frameto another.

To evaluate error in surface fitting, the marker positions
measured in PET and SPECF scans were transformedto

TABLE I
ReSidUalErrorsfor Surface Fitsfor Fixedand Scaled Case

TABLE 2
Mgle DeterminationComparisonwithandwithoutScaling

MR scan coordinates via the transformationdetermined
from the surface fit. Positions were then compared to the
positions measured from the MR scan itself. Differences
between the positions for one PET scan compared with
MR are shown in Table 3. Errors include the marker relo
cation errorbetween scans and the markerposition deter
mination error as well as errors due to misregistration.
Note that location of the markers far outside the actual
brainregion (â€”12cm from the center) means that errorsin
transformation angle and scale affect position errors much
more than locations inside the brainwould be affected. An
x-angle error of one degree, for example, would lead to
position error of (100 mm) sin (1Â°)= 2 mm in the absence
of any translationfit error,and a scalingvalue of0.97 in the
x-dimension would contribute 0.03 x 100 mm = 3 mm
error for the marker x position.

Table 4 shows the mean and root-mean-square (RMS)
error for eight markers for each ECF scan compared to an
MR scan. The error is simply the difference between posi
tions measured in the MR scan and the transformed posi
tions measured in the ECF scans. The eight markerscho
sen formed a symmetric box around the center of the
phantom. The mean error is the error expected at the
middle of the brain, or the error in the translation param
eters, since findingthe mean of the outer markersreduces
or cancels errors in fit angle and scale because the eight
markers were symmetrically distributed. In addition, using
the mean reduces the effect of the markerposition deter
mination error, assuming these errors were not correlated.
The RMSvalues reflectall sources of errorand include the
effects of marker relocation error, measurement error and
misregistration (enhanced by distance of markers from the
phantomcenter). We therefore conclude that errors in the
translationalcomponent of the fitting(and therefore errors
for points near the middle of the brain)were less than 2.0
mm for SPECF and less than 1.3 mm for PET.

1591Surface-FittingRegistrationAccuracy â€¢Turkingtonet al.



MarkerDifterencein

markerpositions(mm)xyz12.9â€”42â€”3.122.6â€”0.50.33â€”1.7â€”0.12.54â€”2.4â€”2.02.45â€”1.3â€”4.6â€”0.261

.9â€”0.3â€”3.97â€”0.31
.5â€”0.78â€”1.71.5â€”0.29â€”3.6â€”0.50.110â€”3.40.7â€”2.0

ECT
scanMean

error(mm)RMS error(mm)Rotationalerror(degrees)xyzOzOyOxxyzSPECT

1â€”0.3â€”0.80.04.12.02.70.30.02.0SPECT
2â€”0.9â€”1.90.33.12.22.40.20.90.0SPECT3â€”1.2â€”0.9â€”1.14.62.73.9â€”1.4â€”1.51.7SPECT

4â€”0.6â€”1 .7â€”0.43.42.52.20.81.50.8SPECT5â€”0.5â€”0.6â€”0.24.31.91.81.2â€”1.00.8PE-rIâ€”0.4â€”1.2â€”1.02.52.4220.50.61.5PET

2â€”0.3â€”0.8â€”0.32.02.12.2â€”0.40.41.4PET30.3â€”0.9â€”0.81.92.62.1â€”0.20.41.5

TABLE 3
Marker PositlonD@ferencefor One PET Scan Transformedto

MR Frame

ciently accurate to provide a reference for the surface
fitting.

Since translation, rotational, and scaling parameterer
rors are clearly coupled, registration error for a specific
point in the brain is not easily estimated. We identified
pointsin eightbrain regionson the MR study, transformed
theseto eachofthe ED.' studiesusingparametersbasedon
marker fit (assumedto be accurate), and then transformed
back using parametersfrom the scaled surface fits. Abso
lute position differences (e.g., XO@g Xtra,...@I)were mea
suredbetween the originallyselected points and the doubly
transformed points to yield registration errors for each
location for each ECT study. Results are summarized in
Table 5 as mean absolute error and maximum absolute
error over all eight studies for the eight regions.

DISCUSSION

The required accuracyof imageregistrationdependson
the particular application. In the case of the surface fit
registration, this error is directly related to error in trans
formation parameters, since error at any point of interest
may be calculated once errorin the transformationparam
eters is known. For viewing matchingslices from different
modalities, errorin the axial directionshould not be greater
thanthe slice-to-slice separation(to ensure the closest slice
is used)anderrorwithin thesliceplaneis not important
unless pixel-to-pixel comparison is done. For other pur
poses, such as using MR boundary or region information to
improve ROI definitionor to aid reconstruction,accuracy
in all dimensions is importantand should be much better
than resolution of the lower resolution device if resolution
restorationis expected.

Previous studies have shown various levels of accuracy
in the surface-fittingtechnique. In one study (16), land
marks inside a skull phantom were compared after one set
had been reformattedto match the other. MRI, CT, and
transmission images acquired on a PET system were used
for this study, with registrationbased on the outer head
surface. Each modality was registered with each of the
others. Two-dimensional centroids of structures in the
phantom were compared in one image set versus another
image set that had been resliced to match the first. When

To evaluate the effect offit-angle error,a separatefitwas
done for each ECT scan to the MR scan using the markers.
This was also done with SurfaceFit using a feature in which
multiple objects can be transformed together. This fitting
was done without scaling. The differences between the
angles determined from the marker fit and the angles de
termined from the surface fit are shown in Table 4. In all
cases, error in rotation about the y- and z-axes is less than
1.50, with an RMS value of 0.8Â°, and rotation error around

the x-axis is less than 2.0Â°,with an RMS value of 1.3Â°.
An additional result of fits based on markers was an

estimate of the combined errors of marker position mea
surements from images andrepositioningof the markerson
the phantom for different modalities. After ECT marker
positions were fit to MR marker positions with no scaling,
residualerror for the ten-marker fit was 1.3â€”1.5mm for the
five SPECT to MR registrations and 1.6-2.1 mm for the
three PET to MR registrations. These values represent
RMS position errors for markers in all three dimensions,
including measurement error in the MR images, measure
ment error in the ECF images, and error in repositioning
markers. The highererrorsfor PET could be due to differ
ence in centroids of positron annihilations in copper in
serts, as compared to centroids of filled solutions for MRI
and SPECT. With these small errors in marker position
determination, the overall accuracy in fitting six parame
ters (threetranslationalandthreerotational)withten mark
ers (each with three coordinates) was assumed to be suffi

TABLE 4
RegistrationErrors Measuredfrom Marker Positions
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Meande@@atIon(mm)Maximum de@ation(mm)xyzxyzHead

of caudateleft0.71 .00.41 .11.30.9Head
of caudateright0.31 .00.40.51.60.9Dentate

nudeus right0.91.10.92.42.11.5Visual
cortex0.83.40.82.14.51.3Sensory

motorstripleft2.00.70.23.11.70.3Sensory
motorstripright0.90.70.51 .91.81.0Ocular

musdeleft0.91.10.92.42.11.5Ocular
musderight0.81 .30.72.22.51.4

TABLE 5
RegistrationErrorsfor SpecificRegionsin BrainPhantom.MeanandMadmumAbsoluteDe@ationsareOverthe Eight

RegisteredSets.

the MR image and resliced PET were compared, an RMS
difference of 2.48 mm was measured for internal marks.

Another study (17) comparedthe position of the thalami
in registered SPECF and MR images. Shifts in the location
of the thalami were considerably larger than the SPEC!'
pixel size of 1.67 mm, althoughcontributionto errorfrom
position measurement was not considered. Another study
compared two methods of PET-Mill registration,with the
methods showing agreementbut with no measurementof
overall errors (18). The surface-fitting method has been
shown to be accurate for realignment of serial SPEC!'
scans (19).

This investigation was unique in several ways. First,
both SPEC!' and PET results were obtained for multiple
data sets. In contrastto a previousstudy(16), brain surface
(emission) was used instead ofhead surface (transmission),
the three-dimensional accuracy was measured and errors
in the transformationparameters themselves were deter
mined. Similarly, another study (17) was not sensitive to
rotational error since the object measured was near the
center of the brain, and quoted errors included error in
measuring the thalamus position so the high level of accu
racy ofregistration could not be isolated. Finally, our study
incorporated ECF brain surface detection based on first
derivative maxima instead of a simple threshold technique.

Results show that the surface-fittingmethod works well
on the brain phantom surface when matching SPEC!' and
PET images to MR images. Accuracy requirements are
task-dependent,but for simply findingmatchingslicesand
setting ROIs on MR images and applyingto ECF for quan
titative analysis, mismatches of 2 mm are reasonable and
much smaller than the inherent resolution of the SPEC!'
and PET systems.

Table 4 demonstrates that rotations about the x-axis
were fit the worst. This greater error is explained by the
high degree of symmetry of brain surface under rotations
within a sagittal plane, particularly when lower structures
of the brain are not considered. The range in error in this
parameteris 0.0 to 2.0 degrees, resultingin errorsup to (50
mm)*sin(2.O@)= 1.7 mm for points 5 cm from the brain
center. The effect is somewhat largerthanthe x andy mean
(translational) errors in Table 4 and will dominate even
more for points further away from the center. We con

dude, then, that rotational fitting, particularly around the
x-axis, is the prevalentsourceoferror for pointsaway from
the x-axis.

Table 5 shows more directly the errors that surface fit
ring introduced for specific brain regions. Centrally located
heads of the caudate nuclei had errorsof 1.6 mm or less in
eveiy case, with regions further from the center still show
ing average deviations less than 2 mm and maximum de
viations lessthan 3.1 mm. The exception is in the y com
ponent error in the visual cortex region, likely due to the
â€”0.97scaling since the region is far from the brain center
in the y direction. This would justify nonscaled surface
fittingwhen the pixel sizes are well known and high accu
racy is requiredfor regions far from the brain center.

Investigation of image registrationusing phantom imag
ing has several advantagesthat must be consideredbefore
applying these results to image registration of patient stud
ies. First of all, boundary determinationis simpler in the
case with the phantom since with the phantom there is no
activity outside the brain surface. In addition, with the
phantom the underlying brain surfaces are known to be
identical, whereas the human brain edges identified in MR
may not correspond exactly to boundaries over which
functional information changes. Finally, since brains are
not identical in shape and since accuracy of the method
certainly depends on the surface being fit (a more symmet
nc, sphere-like surface being more difficult to fit correctly),
the accuracy may vaiy on a subject-to-subjectbasis.

Differences between phantom acquisition and process
ing parametersand those used for patients were kept to a
minimum. Even though the interleave mode was used for
PET acquisitions to improve the markerposition measure
ment, only half of the resulting slices were used for the
surface fit, resulting in the standard 6.5-mm slice spacing.
The count densities were higher than patient studies for
SPECF and lower for PET, with good results in both cases.
We can conclude that count density was not a limiting
factor, at least for these densities. Because of the stated
differences (advantagesand disadvantages)of the phantom
imaging compared to patient imaging, we stress that addi
tional investigationusing humansis necessaiy to fully eval
uate accuracy of this technique.

The ECF boundary determination method gave good
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results. Because little scaling was required to match the
resulting surfaces with MR surfaces, the maximum deny
ative edge criterion is appropriate in this model. This en
terion also would allow for vaiying amounts of uptake and
theapparentloweruptakeinthinnerpartsofthecerebral
cortex, as opposed to using a constant fixed threshold.
Good edge point determination should allow good fitting
with fewer points, which includes the possilility of ignor
ing edge points from regions of the brain whose function is
abnormal. For this study the PET images were not con
rected for attenuation, resulting in increased nonuniformity
around the cortical regions. The success of the edge detec
tion on these images (and success on the attenuation-con
nected SPECF images with veiy similar scaling factors to
matchtheMR images)supportsa conclusionthatthis
algorithm is robust under many conditions.

This technique of using the brain edge for surface fitting
is currently limited to ECF blood flow and metabolism
studies due to the necessity ofdefining the brain edge. ECF
studies that do not result in localization of radioactivity in
thegraymatter,suchasstudiesof blood-brainbarrier
permeability, could not be registered using this technique.
However, SPECF and PET transmission scans on use of
scattered radiation may be suitable for registration with the
anatomic information from MRI in ECF studies without
gray matter localization, but further studies are required to
determine accuracy of these techniques.
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